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The pentacle is one of the most 

recognizable and powerful      

symbols in Wicca. If you don’t    

already know, the pentacle     

symbolizes love for nature, the 

mystical number 5, and as a     

talisman, it protects you,           

enhances your abilities and helps 

you in your spell casting. 

 

It should be so easy to pick out 

which pentacle pendant is for 

you, but then when you have so 

many choices, here’s a guide to 

help you come to a decision. 

http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/the-draconian-pentacle?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/the-key-of-life-necklace?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&variant=1006028064
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/new-beginnings-necklace?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/products/crescent-moon-pentagram-necklace-with-birthstones?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&variant=960255948
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/fairy-in-crescent-moon-necklace?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/products/crescent-moon-pentagram-necklace-with-birthstones?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&variant=960255948
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/god-and-goddess-pendant?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&variant=1013674032
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/pentacle-of-the-black-onyx?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles




MATERIALS 

PEWTER 

 The type of pewter we use 

is lead-free and nickel-free      

pewter. You are assured that we 

use non-allergic material that is 

perfect for those with sensitivities 

and even those without.  

SWAROVSKI 

 Our birthstones are made from high quality Swarovski crystals. They are          

superiorly cut, polished, and shaped, which sets them apart from other crystals.  



SYMBOLS 
 Pentacle pendants nowadays don’t 

just have the image of the pentacle. They 

are etched with runes, and intertwined with 

many other powerful Wiccan symbols to 

make it more powerful. Here are some     

examples: 

ELDER 

Brooms of 
Elder Necklace 

 The Elder was very sacred to the Druids. It was 

used in their mystical and spiritual practices. A broom 

made of elder was used to sweep away evil spirits 

and negative energies. 

SNAKES 

New Beginnings 
Necklace 

Serpent of Protection 
Necklace 

 Snakes  are a symbol 

of rebirth, renewal and 

transformation. The snake 

helps you “shed your skin” 

to let go of the old and let in 

the new. 

RUNES 
 Rune stones have long been used 

for spell casting. Since they draw their 

power from the moon, they make much 

stronger spells in rituals honoring the 

phases of the moon. 

Runes of Divination 
Necklace 

http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/brooms-of-elder-pentagram-necklace?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/new-beginnings-necklace?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/serpent-of-protection-necklace?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/elder-rune-pentagram-necklace?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles


DRAGONS 

The Draconian 
Pentacle 

 Dragons are incredibly strong     

mythical creatures that are symbolic of: 

the god and goddess, light and dark, and 

wisdom and balance. Wearing a dragon 

pendant will help you stay true to yourself 

and to other people. 

SIMPLE 

The Simple 
Pentacle 

The Pentacle of 
Ancestors 

STONES 

 Birthstones are such beautiful things. 

They are strongly connected to the Earth, and 

have the natural ability to make your spirit soar! 

There is a corresponding birthstone for every 

birth month. And if you combine a symbol such 

as the pentacle with your personal birthstone, 

you will come to see their amazing healing and 

channeling capabilities of both combined.  

 Here are some samples of pentacle   

pendants with birthstones:  

 

Pentacle of the 
Black Onyx 

http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/the-draconian-pentacle?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/the-simple-pentacle?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/the-pentacle-of-ancestors?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/pentacle-of-the-black-onyx?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles


Pentacle of the Moon Brooms of Elder with 
Stones 

Pentacle of Spells 

Pentacle of the Witch 
 

The Pentacle of Power 
 

CORD TYPE 

Leather cord 
 The leather cord comes in 18 and 24 inch long 
 lengths and closes using a lobster clasp. 

Cotton cord 
 The cotton cord comes in a 30 inch length and it 
 comes untied.  

http://themoonlightshop.com/products/crescent-moon-pentagram-necklace-with-birthstones?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&variant=960255948
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/brooms-of-elder-with-birthstones?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&variant=1014423856
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/pentacle-of-spells?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/pentacle-of-the-witch?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/the-pentacle-of-power?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=wiccan-guide-to-pentacles&utm_campaign=pdf_wiccan-guide-to-pentacles
http://themoonlightshop.com/collections/all/products/single-cord?variant=991325884


BIRTH CRYSTAL CHART 

DEEP RED GARNET 

Garnet is the birthstone for the month of      

January. It has a rich, burgundy red color and 

an inner fire. It is a stone of energy and         

regeneration. It has the ability to boost the     

energy of the wearer.  It has strong affinity with 

the root chakra and has long been used as a 

talisman for protection by ancient tribes. The 

garnet signifies victory, truth, purity, friendship,  

JANUARY 
THE STONE OF LOVE AND PASSION 

faith and protection. It ensures success and 

good health to anyone who wears it.  

 

The red garnet possesses curative powers and 

strengthens, purifies, revitalizes and regener-

ates the body, and cleanses the bloodstream. 

It enhances your imagination, inspires creative 

energy, stimulates your desires and uplifts your 

attitude. It is a stone of love and passion. It in-

creases your sexual appetite, sensuality, and 

need for intimacy.  

 

In magick, the red garnet is associated with 

countering black magic, negative forces and 

dark energies. It will protect you against night-

mares and evil as you go about your rituals 

and spell casting. It also releases bad karma. 

Keeping the red garnet by your side when you 

sleep will help you remember your dreams. 

The garnet is also used to access ancient 

memories, making it an excellent tool for past 

life regression. 



PURPLE AMETHYST 

FEBRUARY 
THE SOBRIETY STONE 

The brilliant purple amethyst is the birthstone 

for the month of February. The amethyst      

promotes healing on the body, mind, and spirit. 

Wearing it makes the wearer gentle, amiable, 

and well-protected. The amethyst promotes 

healing, inner-calm and peace, love,            

happiness, spiritual uplifting, and courage.  

 

The amethyst changes negative vibrations to 

positive, and repels negative vibrations. It is 

the stone for legal problems, money problems, 

and addiction problems. This stone has long 

been   used   for   overcoming   addiction    and 

 mental disorders. It is used to guard against 

drunkenness, insomnia, headaches, and other 

forms of pain. 

 

The amethyst strengthens the endocrine and 

immune system. It also enhances right brain 

activity and cuts through illusion. For use in 

magick, it enhances your psychic abilities and 

channeling abilities. It is good for use in      

meditation as a stone of divine love,               

inspiration, and intuition. 

 

In magick, the amethyst is an excellent stone 

that can increase one’s spirituality and          

enhance intuition and psychic powers of all 

kinds. It has the ability to make a clear         

connection between the physical realm and 

otherworldly realms. It is also an excellent 

choice for meditation and lucid dreaming, 

opening one's channels to telepathy, past life 

regression, clairvoyance, and communication 

with angels. This stone is sure to protect you 

against any psychic attacks as you are         

vulnerable and doing spiritual work. 



AQUA BLUE 

MARCH 
THE TRAVELER’S STONE 

The Aquamarine birthstone for the month of May 

is a light blue gemstone. Its color evokes the    

purity of crystalline waters and the relaxation the 

sea brings. It is calming, soothing, and       

cleansing. It inspires truth, trust and letting go. It 

is associated with the throat chakra. It helps    

regulate anger or fear, and clears past           

emotional, physical or verbal abuse memories. 

 

The aquamarine stone is the stone for teachers 

and presenters. It helps one overcome the fear 

of speaking, for it relaxes you to a stage of     

consciousness where you will find yourself fully 

aware of your own truths, wisdom and feelings, 

and able to articulate them with clarity and     

conviction.  

 

As a love crystal, the aquamarine encourages a 

lover who has gone to return. It also helps two 

people with different lifestyles, beliefs, and    

opinions, to live together in harmony. Its calming 

and soothing nature reduces the impact of      

sensitive issues that often become the cause 

quarrels. 

 

The aquamarine is also the crystal of choice of 

seafarers and air and land travelers. It protects 

those who journey by sea and alleviates the fear 

of water, guards those in any long-haul travel by 

air or by land. The aquamarine is used as a     

talisman of gamblers, for it protects them from 

loss.  

 

In magick, the aquamarine strengthens the spirit 

of its wearer and exposes lies and deceit. It can 

even expose astral deceits. Use it for spells in 

uncovering the truth. Any attempt at cheating by 

the wearer will be exposed by this stone. 



AURORA BOREALIS 

APRIL 
THE LUCID DREAMER’S STONE 

The Aurora Borealis is called the "stone of the 

night." It brings psychic and prophetic lucid 

dreams, visions, and revelations to the wearer. 

It equalizes the yin-yang attributes and thought 

processes and facilitates clarity in               

communication between the physical,         

emotional, and spiritual realms. It will increase 

your enthusiasm and inspire your imagination, 

making it easy for new ideas to come to you.  

 

In magick, it will assist you in the alignment 

with the higher realms. It enhances and        

protects the aura and amplifies the body's     

energy fields. In spell casting and rituals it will 

give you clarity of the mind and activates your 

psychic abilities. It’s an excellent stone for 

deeper meditation and releasing negativity 

emotionally, physically, intellectually. 



EMERALD GREEN 

MAY 
MENTAL CLARITY STONE 

The rich green Emerald is May's birthstone. It 

is a symbol of rebirth and grants the owner        

foresight, good fortune, and youth. The         

emerald stone inspires loyalty, faithfulness, 

clairvoyance, faith, and friendship.  

 

Physically, it strengthens the heart, liver,         

kidneys, immune system, and nervous system. 

The healing properties of this stone are          

effective in problems relating to the eyes,      

fertility, the spine and headaches.  

 

The stone also balances you emotionally and 

brings you prosperity, love, kindness,          

tranquility, balance, healing, and patience. It is 

the stone of love and domestic bliss. It         

amplifies loyalty and sensitivity and brings     

harmony to every aspect of your life. It is also a 

tonic to the body, mind, and spirit and           

enhances memory and mental capacity,        

allowing you to focus better.  

 

In magick, it aids in the alignment of subtle     

bodies and enhances your dreams and visions. 

In meditation, it gives you deeper spiritual      

insight and shows you the potential of divinity 

within us.  



LAVENDER 

TANZANITE 

JUNE 
THE PSYCHIC’S STONE 

Tanzanite crystals are one of the most power 

stones for metaphysical healing and             

transformation. They have a high vibration and 

are helpful in developing your psychic power.  

 

Physically, the tanzanite is used to heal stress 

related illnesses like high blood pressure and 

even depression. It will help you overcome 

fear, worry and anxiety. It is also a protective 

stone that gives you the feeling of being safe 

and uplifts your feelings, making you           

happier, more compassionate, more loving, 

more trusting and grounded.  

 

The tanzanite also restores vitality to your     

physical being, encouraging cell regeneration 

and improving your hair and skin as well as 

slowing down the aging process.  

 

The tanzanite is excellent for use in meditation. 

It increases spiritual awareness on every level. 

The tanzanite will allow you to be more        

sensitive to psychic experiences by opening 

the upper chakras and the Third Eye. 

 



RUBY RED 

JULY 
THE ADVENTURER’S STONE 

The Ruby is the birthstone for those born in the 

month of July. It has an eye-catching fiery     

crimson color and is the gemstone of nobility, 

wealth, prosperity, and purity. It is a high       

energy stone that amplifies energy and         

increases chi, which gives a sense of            

adventure to the wearer. The July birthstone 

reflects devotion, integrity, courage, happiness, 

vitality, confidence and strength.  

 

The ruby has exceptional healing properties for 

health problems relating to the blood,             

infections, and energy levels. The ruby is a 

crystal that’s very protective. It protects your 

home, family, and possessions. It also protects 

your psyche from unhappiness and negative 

thought patterns. 

 

Thy ruby is used by psychics to attain lucid 

dreams. It is also a good divination tool to help 

one make decisions, attain goals, and be        

motivated. It is a useful tool in astral travel and 

when trying to get information from your spirit 

guides and gain access to ancient knowledge.  



GREEN PERIDOT 

AUGUST 
THE RELATIONSHI{ STONE 

For those who were born in the month of      

August, the Peridot is the traditional birthstone. 

It has a bright green color and is associated 

with the heart chakra. It is a stone of           

compassion, rebirth, and renewal. It has a 

friendly energy and has healing properties that 

enhance healing in your relationships like your 

friendships, family, and marriage. Peridot 

brings abundance and prosperity to the     

wearer. 

 

The peridot is a stone of love, truth,             

faithfulness, loyalty, fame, dignity, and          

protection. The peridot’s healing physical    

healing properties are effective for health   

problems relating to the lungs, lymph, breast, 

sinuses, digestive system, and ulcers. It is a 

stone that helps lessen stress and problems in 

relationships like those about jealousy.  

 

Spiritually, the peridot offers excellent support. 

It will help you in finding what is lost and      

strengthens your ESP abilities. It casts a shield 

of protection around the body of its wearer.  



SAPPHIRE BLUE 

SEPTEMBER 
THE WORKER’S STONE 

The Sapphire is the birth stone for the month of 

September and is best known for its velvety 

blue hues. It is a stone of meditation, intuition, 

joy, peace, and beauty. If used for meditation, 

the Sapphire enhances one's innate intuition 

and open up all manner of creative expression 

that has been locked up within yourself. This is 

why it is the stone of choice for Light workers, 

artists, and other creatives. It is also the stone 

for those who are looking for work.  

 

The Sapphire is used for lowering fevers,      

treating burns, inflammation, hearing problems, 

cancer, insomnia, depression, hair loss, vision 

problems, viruses, aches, and skin             

problems.  It brings you mental clarity, dispels 

confusion, and brings you hope when and 

where you think there’s none. It will let you see 

the positive in a situation that you think is all 

negative.  

 

In magick, the Sapphire offers spiritual        

protection and helps you in the fulfillment of 

your dreams and achieving prosperity.  



PINK 

TOURMALINE 

OCTOBER 
EMOTIONAL HEALING STONE 

The Tourmaline is the birth stone for the month 

of October. It is a stone of flexibility, happiness, 

hope, objectivity, compassion and inner peace. 

It has the ability to enhance the tolerance and 

understanding of the wearer, and is related to 

the heart chakra which makes one very recep-

tive to love.  

 

This stone relieves headaches and migraines. 

The pink tourmaline is the purest of all the 

heart chakra stones, and it represents the fem-

inine or yin energies. It is the best gemstone 

for use in healing raw or old emotional wounds 

that you just cannot move past from. This will 

make releasing emotional stress and starting 

over easier.   

 

The tourmaline enhances inspiration and di-

minishes fear by encouraging understanding. 

And from all the understanding, self-confidence 

comes forth. It is also the stone of choice by 

artists and craftsmen since it inspires creativity.  

 

It is an excellent channeling and protecting 

stone. It relates to each of the chakras by 

clearing and stimulating all of the energy cen-

ters. 



GOLD TOPAZ 

NOVEMBER 
THE MOON’S STONE 

The Gold Topaz is a balancing and calming 

stone that attracts success and good fortune. It 

is a stone that protects the wearer from greed 

and the evil eye.  

 

The Gold Topaz strengthens your faith and    

optimism. It will help you recognize your own 

abilities, bestows charisma and confidence    

upon you, and attracts the recognition of     

people. It is a stone that brings you wisdom 

and intelligence, that’s why it was common 

practice to give this stone to people in high    

positions like royalty and ambassadors.  

 

The Gold Topaz encourages cellular             

regeneration and is used for exhaustion and 

insufficient absorption of nutrients. It is healing 

crystal for the problems relating to gout, blood 

disorders, insomnia, poor appetite, tissue      

regeneration, and tuberculosis. 

 

The mystical properties of the gold topaz       

depends on the patterns of the moon. As the 

moon becomes more visible, the topaz would 

become much more powerful than those times 

when the moon is still hidden. For spells that 

have to be done under a specific moon phase, 

the gold topaz is an excellent choice and     

provides great assistance.  



BLUE TOPAZ 

DECEMBER 
STONE OF SELF-EXPRESSION 

The Blue Topaz enhances the assertiveness, 

authority, and leadership ability of anyone who 

wears or carries it. It brings truth and wisdom 

when you find yourself straying, and aids in 

clear communication. It helps in bringing body, 

mind and spirit into union.  

 

The blue topaz is primarily associated with the 

upper chakras like the throat chakra, which is 

the chakra of self expression and alignment 

with the divine. The blue topaz helps you       

express yourself in work and relationships 

which is very important in maintaining them. If 

you have difficulties expressing yourself in your 

romantic relationships, friendships, or family, 

the blue topaz will help you listen and            

understand to what the other is saying and    

assert yourself in return. The blue topaz helps 

you in the important parts of communicating, 

which is listening and talking.  

 

This stone strengthens your thyroid gland and 

enhances your metabolism. It is a cooling and 

soothing stone that helps you with emotional 

balance and tranquility.  

 

The blue topaz improves one's psychic 

knowledge and encourages spiritual growth 

and psychic insight. It enhances your psychic 

perceptions and improves how you              

communicate with spirits, higher powers and 

your own subconscious. 



BLACK ONYX 
STONE OF WELL-BEING 

AND SELF-MASTERY 

The Black Onyx is a stone of healing,           

protecting, grounding and eliminating             

unwanted energies. It is associated with the 

root chakra.  

 

It has been used for wound healing especially 

in childbirth. It also helps with tooth, bone, 

blood, skin and eye problems. It increases the 

stamina of the wearer and encourages         

self-control.   

 

The Black Onyx helps relieve stress, balance 

the male and female polarities, enhance       

emotional balance and maintain self-control. It 

is the stone that will assist you as you go 

through life’s challenges and helps prevent the 

draining away of personal energy. It will make 

you feel invincible. It will alleviate your fears 

and worries. It helps you realize your dreams 

and goals and assists in their actualization. It 

will help you make decisions like ending a toxic 

and unhappy relationship.  

 

The black onyx captures and grounds psychic 

attack, protects against enemies, protects 

against black magick, and blocks negative     

influences. 
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